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Interconnecting Catalyst Token Ring
Switches Using ISL
The Catalyst 3900 and Catalyst 5000 support Cisco’s ISL technology, which allows you to
interconnect your switches over a 100 Mbps connection.

This section contains three different scenarios; one for ISL between two Catalyst 3900s, one for ISL
between two Catalyst 5000s with Token Ring modules, and one for ISL between a Catalyst 3900 and
a Catalyst 5000 with a Token Ring module.

Initial Network Configuration
In your company offices, you have two Catalyst 3900s on the first floor and two Catalyst 5000 with
Token Ring modules on the second floor. One of the Catalyst 5000s is connected to a router though
a Fast Ethernet module. The switches are currently interconnected by normal Token Ring
connections. To increase the throughput of the connections between the switches, reduce the number
of hops between the endstations and the router, and thereby improve network performance, you have
decided to interconnect the switches with ISL.

Note For more information about ISL and how it works, see the “Using ISL” section of the
“Interconnecting Switches” chapter.

Figure 11-1 illustrates the initial network configuration. In this configuration, each connection
between a switch constitutes another hop in the network. So an endstation attached to Ring 1 must
traverse four bridges (or hops) before it reaches the router.
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Before Beginning
Figure 11-1 Initial Network Configuration

Before Beginning
You have added a Token Ring ISL module to each of the Catalyst 3900s. On the Catalyst 5000, ISL
is implemented in software and runs on a Fast Ethernet module. One of the Catalyst 5000s has a Fast
Ethernet module and you have added a Fast Ethernet module to the other Catalyst 5000.

With switches that are interconnected via ISL, you can use VTP to propagate VLAN information
within the management domain. As explained earlier in the “VLAN Trunking Protocol” section of
the “Token Ring VLANs and Related Protocols” chapter, a switch can operate in transparent, server,
or client mode. For the purposes of this scenario, you have decided to configure one of the Catalyst
3900s to act as a VTP server and to configure the other switches to operate in client mode. Once your
switches are joined in a common VTP domain (which you have decided to call Domain A), the
VLAN definitions that are configured on the server switch will be propagated to the client switches.
Because you have existing rings in the network that you want to preserve, you must duplicate the
definitions of those rings on the switch that is acting as your VTP server. You will be replacing
rings 2, 4, and 6 with ISL connections, but will want to preserve the user rings, which are rings 1, 2,
5 and 7.

Currently, the rings are defined as follows:

Also, because ISL allows us to expand the bridge across switches over the ISL connection, you will
be using a single bridge definition on each switch. You have decided to use bridge 1 for your network
and eliminate the definitions of bridges 2 through 4.

You have installed an ISL module in slot 1 of the Catalyst 3900 1A and in slot 1 of Catalyst 3900
1B. You have installed a Fast Ethernet module in slot 2 of Catalyst 5000 2A. You already have a Fast
Ethernet module installed in slot 2 of Catalyst 5000 2B, which is already connected to the router.

Ring Number VLAN ID VLAN Name Parent VLAN

1 101 Ring 1 Bridge 1

3 103 Ring 3 Bridge 2

5 205 Ring 5 Bridge 3

7 207 Ring 7 Bridge 4
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Configuration Steps
For the physical connections, you have decided to interconnect the devices as follows:

Configuration Steps
To connect the switches using ISL, you will need to configure an ISL connection between the two
Catalyst 3900s, between the two Catalyst 5000s, and between one of the Catalyst 5000s and one of
the Catalyst 3900s. You will need to enable the use of VTP in your network, which requires us to
assign all the switches to a VTP domain and configure the switches to act as a server or client.

Configuring the ISL Connections on the Catalyst 3900s
There is little or no configuration that you need to perform on the actual ISL module. By default, the
module is enabled and operates in trunking mode. The ports operate at 100 Mbps and in FDX mode.
The only possible transmission mode is store-and-forward. However, you will need to configure a
VTP domain, configure one of the Catalyst 3900s to act as the VTP server, duplicate the definitions
of all of the existing TrCRFs on the Catalyst 3900 that is acting as the VTP server, and configure the
other to operate in client mode.

Configuring one Catalyst 3900 to be a VTP Server
To configure Catalyst 3900 1A to be the VTP server, complete the following steps on each switch:

Step 1 On the Catalyst 3900 Main Menu, selectConfiguration.

Step 2 On the Configuration menu, selectVLAN and VTP Configuration .

Step 3 On the VLAN and VTP Configuration menu, selectVTP Administrative
Configuration. The VTP Administrative Configuration panel is displayed.

Step 4 On the VTP Administrative Configuration panel, specify the following:

• A Domain Name ofDomain A.

• A Local Mode ofServer.

See Figure 11-2.

Switch Port Connected to Switch Port

Catalyst 3900 1A 21 Catalyst 3900 1B 21

Catalyst 3900 1B 23 Catalyst 5000 2B 2/12

Catalyst 5000 2A 2/1 Catalyst 5000 2B 2/11
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Configuration Steps
Figure 11-2 VTP Administrative Configuration Panel

Step 5 SelectReturn to save your changes.

Note If any of the TrCRFs on the Catalyst 3900 that contain ports are configured to learn their ring
numbers (auto), you cannot change the Local Mode to Server or Client. In this case, you would first
need to alter the definitions of the existing TrCRFs and specify a ring number for each.

Configuring the TrCRFs on the Server Switch
Because the configuration of a switch that is operating in VTP server mode is propagated to each of
the switches in the VTP domain that are operating in client mode, you must duplicate the
configuration of the existing rings on the switch that is acting as the VTP server before propagating
the VLAN information throughout the network. As mentioned before, you have decided to use
Bridge 1 (TrBRF 100) as the single bridge in your ISL network. Because the Catalyst 3900 1A
contains the definition of Bridge 1, you do not need to configure a new bridge. But as you duplicate
the configurations of the other TrCRFs, you will need to change their parent to be Bridge 1.

To configure the TrCRFs, complete the following tasks:

Step 1 On the VTP and VLAN Configuration panel, selectVTP VLAN Configuration .

Step 2 On the VTP VLAN Configuration panel, selectAdd, specify a VLAN ID of103, and then
selectTrCRF . The VLAN Parameter Configuration for TrCRF panel is displayed.

Step 3 Specify the following:

• VLAN Name of Ring 3.

• Parent VLAN ofBridge 1.

• Ring Number of3.

See Figure 11-3.
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Configuration Steps
Figure 11-3 VLAN Parameter Configuration for TrCRF Panel

Step 4 SelectReturn to save your changes.

Step 5 On the VTP VLAN Configuration panel, selectAdd, specify a VLAN ID of105, and then
selectTrCRF . The VLAN Parameter Configuration for TrCRF panel is displayed.

Step 6 Specify the following:

• VLAN Name ofRing 5.

• Parent VLAN ofBridge 1.

• Ring Number of5.

Step 7 SelectReturn to save your changes.

Step 8 On the VTP VLAN Configuration panel, selectAdd, specify a VLAN ID of107, and then
selectTrCRF . The VLAN Parameter Configuration for TrCRF panel is displayed.

Step 9 Specify the following:

• VLAN Name ofRing 7.

• Parent VLAN ofBridge 1.

• Ring Number of7.

Step 10 SelectReturn to save your changes.

As shown in Figure 11-4, the TrCRFs have been added with Bridge 1 as the parent of each. The
Local State indicates whether a VLAN (TrCRF or TrBRF) is used on the local switch. Possible
values are not-local, preferred, and automatic.

— Not-local indicates that the VLAN is not designated for use on the local switch.

— Preferred indicates that the VLAN is designated for use on the local switch. A preferred
VLAN is guaranteed access on the switch. Any TrCRF to which ports on the local switch are
assigned is designated as preferred. In addition, you can designate other TrCRFs and TrBRFs
as preferred using the Change_Local_State option. Up to 63 TrCRFs and 63 TrBRFs can be
designated as preferred.
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Configuration Steps
— Automatic indicates that the VLAN can be used on the local switch if access is available. An
automatic VLAN is not guaranteed access on the switch. Automatic VLANs are given access
as space is available (if less than 63 VLANs have been designated as preferred).

The new TrCRFs do not have any ports assigned to them on the local switch. Therefore, each has a
local mode of Automatic.

Figure 11-4 VTP VLAN Configuration Panel

Note Keep in mind that you are duplicating the definition of the TrCRFs for the purposes of
distributing VLAN information through VTP. DRiP does not allow a TrCRF to contain ports on
different switches. Therefore, because Rings 3, 5, and 7 contain ports on other switches, you cannot
assign ports on the local switch to any of these TrCRFs. If you were to assign ports to any of these
TrCRFs, DRiP would disable the related ports on both switches.

Configuring the Other Catalyst 3900 as a VTP Client
To configure Catalyst 3900 1B to participate in the VTP domain and operate in client mode,
complete the following steps on each switch:

Step 1 On the Catalyst 3900 Main Menu, selectConfiguration.

Step 2 On the Configuration menu, selectVLAN and VTP Configuration .

Step 3 On the VLAN and VTP Configuration menu, selectVTP Administrative
Configuration. The VTP Administrative Configuration panel is displayed.

Step 4 On the VTP Administrative Configuration panel, specify the following:

• A Domain Name ofDomain A.

• A Local Mode ofClient.

See Figure 11-2.
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Configuration Steps
Figure 11-5 VTP Administrative Configuration Panel

Step 5 SelectReturn to save your changes.

Once the cables are connected, within seconds Catalyst 3900 1B should receive VTP advertisements
from Catalyst 3900 1A. Once these advertisements are received, the definition of Ring 3 will be
overwritten with the new definition in which Bridge 1 is the parent of Ring 3.

Configuring the Catalyst 5000s
On the Catalyst 5000, ISL is implemented in software and can be run on a Fast Ethernet module. For
this scenario, you will need to configure both of the Catalyst 5000s to operate in client mode (as one
of the Catalyst 3900s is operating a the VTP server). You will also need to configure an ISL
connection between one of the Catalyst 3900s and one of the Catalyst 5000s and between the two
Catalyst 5000s.

Configuring the Catalyst 5000s to be VTP Clients
The Catalyst 3900 uses VTP V2. VTP V2 is not downwardly compatible with VTP V1. Therefore,
you must configure the Catalyst 5000s to use VTP V2. You must also configure them to participate
as clients in your VTP domain (Domain A). To configure the Catalyst 5000s to be VTP clients, on
Catalyst 5000 2A and 2B complete the following steps:

Step 1 At the Catalyst 5000 command prompt, enterenable.

Step 2 At the enable prompt, enterset vtp domain Domain_A mode client v2 enable.

Once the cables are connected, within seconds Catalyst 5000s should receive VTP advertisements
from Catalyst 3900 1A. Once these advertisements are received, the definitions of Ring 5 and Ring 7
will be overwritten with the new definitions in which Bridge 1 is the parent of both.
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Configuration Steps
Configuring the ISL Connections on the Catalyst 5000
To enable ISL connections on the Catalyst 5000s, you must configure the selected ports on the Fast
Ethernet module to act as trunk ports. You must configure the port of Catalyst 5000 2B that connects
to the Catalyst 3900 (2/12) to be a trunk port. Because Catalyst 5000 switches can detect that a
connection to another Catalyst 5000 has been configured as a trunk, you can configure the other port
(2/11) to act as a trunk and the port on Catalyst 5000 2A will detect this and automatically become
a trunk port. To configure ports to be trunk ports, complete the following steps:

Step 1 At the Catalyst 5000 command prompt, enterenable.

Step 2 At the enable prompt, enterset trunk 2/11 on.

Step 3 At the enable prompt, enterset trunk 2/12 on

Configuring an ISL Connection Between a Catalyst 5000 and a Catalyst 3900
The Catalyst 5000 Fast Ethernet module is designed to auto-sense the speed and mode of the
attached device. The Catalyst 3900 Token Ring ISL module does not support auto-negotiation of
speed or mode; it always runs at 100 Mbps in FDX mode. Therefore, when connecting a Catalyst
3900 to a Catalyst 5000 via ISL, you must configure the port of the Catalyst 5000 Fast Ethernet
module to operate at the correct speed and mode. To configure the speed and mode of the Fast
Ethernet module on Catalyst 2B, complete the following steps:

Step 1 At the Catalyst 5000 command prompt, enterenable.

Step 2 At the enable prompt, enterset port speed 2/12 100.

Step 3 At the enable prompt, enter set port duplex 2/12 full.

Attaching the Cables
Attach the cables to the switches as described in the “Before Beginning” section. As stated before,
once the cables are connected, within seconds client switches should receive VTP advertisements
from Catalyst 3900 1A. Once these advertisements are received, the definitions of Ring 3, Ring 5,
and Ring 7 will be overwritten with the new definitions in which Bridge 1 is the parent of all.

Configuring the Spanning-Tree Protocol
When you connect two Catalyst switches using ISL, it is important that the Spanning-Tree Protocol
be used. If you do not use the Spanning-Tree Protocol, the ports will be placed in a blocked state and
create a loop. The default spanning-tree settings differ between the Catalyst 3900 and the Catalyst
5000.

Spanning Tree on the Catalyst 3900
The Catalyst 3900 ISL module supports the Spanning-Tree Protocol at both the TrCRF and the
TrBRF level. The Spanning-Tree Protocol that is run on the ISL link depends on the type of TrCRF:

• With an undistributed TrCRF, such as in this scenario, the Spanning-Tree Protocol specified for
the TrBRF is used.

• With a default TrCRF, the Spanning-Tree Protocol specified for the TrCRF is used.

By default, no Spanning-Tree Protocol is run at the TrBRF or the TrCRF level, therefore, you must
configure the Spanning-Tree Protocol.
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Resulting Network Configuration
To configure the Spanning-Tree Protocol for the TrBRF, complete the following steps:

Step 1 On the Catalyst 3900 Main Menu, selectConfiguration.

Step 2 On the Configuration panel, selectSpanning Tree and select the TrBRF. The Spanning
Tree for TrBRF panel is displayed.

Step 3 On the Spanning Tree for TrBRF panel, set the STP Participation toBase on Bridging
Mode. If the bridging mode is SRB, the IBM Spanning-Tree Protocol is used. If the
bridging mode is SRT, the IEEE Spanning-Tree Protocol is used.

Spanning Tree on the Catalyst 5000
By default, the Catalyst 5000 Token Ring switching module runs the IBM Spanning-Tree Protocol
on the TrBRF. The Spanning-Tree Protocol run on the TrCRFs is determined by the specified
bridging mode. TrCRFs with a bridge mode of SRB will run the IEEE Spanning-Tree Protocol and
TrCRFs with a bridge mode of SRT will run the Cisco Spanning-Tree Protocol.

The Catalyst 5000 Token Ring switching module considers the combination of the IBM
Spanning-Tree Protocol at the TrBRF and the bridge mode of SRT to be incompatible. As a result,
if you had configured one of the TrCRFs with a bridge mode of SRT, the Catalyst 500 Token Ring
switching module would automatically block the logical port of the TrCRF that is configured for
SRT. You can use theshow spantree command to view the state of the logical ports. The conflict
can be addressed in either of the following ways:

• If you configure all the TrCRFs in the TrBRF to use a bridge mode of SRT, you can use theset
vlan command to change the Spanning-Tree Protocol to IEEE. This will eliminate the conflict.

• If you need to have a mixture of TrCRFs that use both bridging modes, leave the Spanning-Tree
Protocol as IBM, and use theset spantree portstate command to change the forwarding mode
of the logical ports that are blocked.

Resulting Network Configuration
Figure 11-6 and Figure 11-7 illustrate the resulting network configuration.
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Tips
Figure 11-6 Resulting Network Configuration (physical)

As you can see, rings 2, 4, and 6 have been replaced with the ISL connections. And each switch now
contains a ring (TrCRF) that belongs to the same bridge (TrBRF). As a result, logically you now
simply have four rings that are joined with the router by a single bridge.

Figure 11-7 Resulting Network Configuration (logical)

Tips
VTP advertisements propagate only certain configuration information. Other configuration settings
must be made on the individual switches. The configuration settings that must be made at the switch
include the following:

• Port assignments—Ports cannot be assigned to TrCRFs that are not local. Therefore, if you
decide to add other ports to the TrCRFs, you must do so at the individual switch.

• IP information—You cannot configure IP information for TrBRFs that are not-local. Therefore,
if you decide to change the IP configuration of any of the switches, you must make the changes
at the individual switch.

• Spanning-tree parameters—You cannot configure spanning-tree parameters for TrBRfs that are
not-local and, therefore, cannot configure spanning-tree parameters for TrCRFs that are not local.

Troubleshooting
If the VTP information is not being propagated to each of the switches, make sure all switches are
configured to be part of the VTP domain called Domain A. Also, make sure that the Catalyst 5000
switches re running VTP Version 2.
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Troubleshooting
If the Catalyst 3900 does not detect the ISL module when it is inserted (i.e. it does not show up on
the listing of modules on the Module Information panel), make sure that you are running revision
3.0(1) or later of the Catalyst 3900 software. You can verify the revision level of the software by
selecting Switch Configuration on the Configuration Menu.

If the Catalyst 3900 rejects your attempts to change the VTP mode from Transparent to Client or
Server, make sure that you have configured the ring numbers for the associated TrCRFs. The
Catalyst 3900 cannot be configured as a VTP client or server if the ring number is set to auto.
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Troubleshooting
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